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Context
In gaining control, precision, ability to self-stabilize, and capacity to carry professional cameras,
drones have become a new device in the filmmaker's tool box. However, besides basic automated
features like "follow-me" (using GPS or visual target tracking), drones are lacking most
cinematographic features. Recent approaches [1,2] have demonstrated the feasibility of
empowering cinematographic drones with some form of cinematographic knowledge [3], using
languages such as PSL (Prose Storyboard Language)[4], and providing filmmakers and also regular
users with more expressive means to control drones than using joysticks. The research community
also tackled the challenge of coordinating multiple drones for various purposes [7,8] but never
investigated film-related applications.

Objectives
The objective of this internship is to work on novel means to control multiple drones using
cinematographic features. While properties on framing have been implemented, little work has yet
been conducted on the coordination of multiple drones for cinematographic purposes.
The work will first consist in studying existing approaches to drone coordination and propose new
solutions to the specific task of framing multiple dynamic actors with multiple drones under
complementary viewpoints. The coordination strategies will have to account for specific constraints
such as drone intervisibility or generated air flows. Tests with real drones will be conducted using the
motion capture setup in the Ker Lann campus.
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